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About This Game

ElectricVLab employs the technology of video games to explore the fascinating world of electricity and electronics.

ElectricVLab is somewhat similar to a simulation game such as SimCity. In SimCity, one builds a city and views its functioning
based on simulation. In ElectricVLab, you build electric and electronic circuits and view their functioning based on simulation.

ElectricVLab offers a great collection of analog and digital electronic components to build the circuits. It employs 3D graphics,
visual effects, and animations to provide informative, visually rich feedback about the functioning of the circuits. In addition to
regular electronic components, ElectricVLab also contains a variety of fun components such as fireworks, flames, fountains etc.

Altogether, ElectricVLab makes the exploration of electricity and electronics fun, while also being educational.
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This happened on expert level against the computer. 1. E2-E4 C7-C5 2. N-F3 E7-E6 3. D2-D4 C5XD4 4. NXD4 N-F6 5. B-D3
B-C5 6. N-B3 BXF2+ 7. KXF2. First move out of book by the computer is a catastrophic blunder. A piece just to deny castling?
Ridiculous.

Don't buy. I requested a refund after eight minutes.

Oops. Left out the pair of moves 4...N-F6 and 5. B-D3. Now inserted. Actual sequence of moves is now correct. Apologies to
Wig Bang as his analysis is now irrelevant. His comment, however, still applies. Expert level was the highest level available for
the first play. The result was awful. The chess engine's evaluation function has serious weaknesses. It probably played
6...BXF2+ because the positional bonus for taking away castling and the positional bonus for giving check both added up to a
value greater than the piece.

Black can try to set up a trap with 7...H7-H5, but that should not work against any player of decent strength.. It was a right
decision to wait 2 years for this rough gem to be polished with patches. Still a bit rough around the edges, but it's a remake of a
damn masterpiece. Totally worth to spend days and days playng this if you are a true roleplayer... Or a crazed, rabid munchkin
craving for juicy experience :D. If a crap took a crap then that crap took a crap and then that crap got lost in a field of craps and
decided to take a crap while watching someone play this crap it's still not enough craps to display how crap I found this game.
Still look on the bright side I got my 75 cents worth in this review.. This game is sweet, cute, and fun! You guide or heroine
through her new life as an artist-for-hire. It isn't really like Harvest Moon or Stardew Valley at all. There is no time limit or even
a time component at all really, you go through the days of the week but the months are not even seperated. That's a good thing is
this game's case - the pretty arwork along with the really sweet music make this one of the most relaxing games I've played in
months!. I am a big fan of this game series. The game this time have made a large revolution for the battle part. It has become a
real ARPG the first Chinese ARPG. I recommend everyone try this game on your own. It will give you a fantastic experience..
OMG, this right here is well worth what I paid for it. Well thought out, fun, short and it brings back memories for a ton of the
golden games! Well done!
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People will complain about immersion break. That is unfair, Sisters are human, and to them keeping the city (and the rest of the
empire) safe from wyrdstone is their primary concern. Whos to say that there isnt a smuggler out there who agrees witht them
but just feels money is important too? Its not unfeasable.

Also she is, by far, amazing. The smuggler in a sisters warband is grade A cheddar. Access to non hammer weapons and guns
broadens the scope of the warband considerably and gives you breathing room with her high speed and good agility.

two dollars might be alot for a single unit type, but she definetly wont dissapoint.. Interesting game. The concept is what got me
interested but at the end of the day, it felt like a click fest with no discernable goal or end game to achieve.

Why am I trying to grow individual flowers? Is it for the seeds? So that next season I can plant one more flower?

If they added some scale to this game, like, every year you have a few more flowers to take care of simultaneously, and then
eventually you're tending a garden or something, it might have held my interest.

Beyond that, all I did was click click click click click click click click click to get a flower grown and harvest my seeds. Kind of
one dimensional I guess...

Cool concept, needs more end game. Thanks for teaching me about plants.. she is clearly made only to make sisters of sigmar
alittle more even with everyone els because yeah the sisters cannot allready beat people without ranged weapons, doh this class
is still featuring melee it just looks and works as a ranged player with a sisters of sigmar strength.

But she has no deal to do with them, besides work for them but this seems like this should have been added as loan deal and
free, and then made an dlc feature to one of the races.

Her design is laxy, 1 hat features colors for the feathers, 1 shirt, 2 arm designs not featuring anything new looking lazy, the pants
was taken hero class design of the human, lazy.

Why this is not a free update since she is clearly all loaned from other faction, which the hero loan system should feature
allready lawl, and dont come and say things like: "but its named smugglers, duh". its lazy and should have been free lawl
make something cooler :P

The globe rat is atlest an acturel classs from the rats, and he was needed to make their ranged playstyle give them more benefit
since the direct combat leads them to be slaugthered.. The Last Birdling is another masterpiece created by InvertMouse!
The seemingly innocent concept as a forbidden friendship between two young girls of different races escalates to a
heavy story with a few dark twists, but also very emotional and heartwarming. Excelent writing, beautiful art and
soundtrack, multiple choices and endings combine into an unforgettable experience.. controls are extremely
unresponsive, level design feels shoddy when you can break a wall down with a single shot. this game is a rip, you're
much better off with Nuclear Throne. I want my money back.. This made my day, week, month.
Lets face it, this is the highlight of my year.. The game has some balance issues. You will also notice that the difficulty
levels are hardly accurate. After a while gameplay is pretty routine. No I'm not going to tell you, that would make the
game totally worthless. As far as changes, let players position pieces before battles start. Some pieces are worthless, try
to find some value for them. Same goes for nationalities, come up with deeper, more unique characteristics. Take out
the part that skips battles. I know it's used to balance a player who does well but that takes away from a good player.
I'm vague on purpose, you're not paying me. figure it out yourself.. After about an hour there is really nothing else to
do. You go tough guards so fast that even your population reaches a stand still. Not worth the price needs more
con,tent.. I LOVE THIS DLC First off you get a cool tileset and SWEET music to come with it, and to add to all of that
you use a tank to escape completley changing the way you would normally play through the game. Overall I would say
that this is worth the $3.99. And I would know because I have already escaped this prison.
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